Conclusion

After analyzing the data from several public places in Indonesia, this research found some problems on public signs translation which related to the linguistic features. There are six types of problem found in the data. From various region in Indonesia that has already been categories as a place to collect the data, most of the public sign are found in the city of Makassar up to 30 public signs as compare to the other cities that only have around 2 to 14 public signs. Moreover, Makassar is the city where the data are covered in this study up to 10 data.

There are six problems that are found form the analysis; spelling errors, errors on lexical choice, word redundancy, grammatical errors, word for word translation and ambiguous translation. Henceforth, the data that are significant and insignificant in respond to the problem that has already been categories can be easily classified. Errors on lexical choice placed in the first place as the most significant problem that is found from most of the data; ten data from thirty-two. The least data is from ambiguous translation with only one datum from thirty-two in total. While the rest is divided in several numbers with spelling error possessing six data, word for word translation has seven data, grammatical error has six data and word redundancy has two data.

It can be concluded that problems that occurred in public sign translations is because lack of awareness. On spelling error, it is a simple mistake but has big impact to the result because different spelling will have different meaning. Some problems also found on errors in lexical choice and it is not only because lack of vocabulary but also lack of understanding of the meaning and the function from the text. Another problem comes from the word redundancy.
It caused superfluous meaning in the public sign translation. Moreover, grammatical errors found in public signs data generally occur because the translators are not mastering the grammar rule of the target language. While the rest of error that is word for word translation error. It occurs because the signs are translated word by word and it caused the incorrect in terms of grammar and structure. It is expected that problems in public sign translations will not occur because it can cause transferable messages.

Recommendation

For the further researcher

It can be suggested to further researchers who are interested in conducting the similar research of translation in public sign for composing another research that is more expended to the other signs such as shops signs, sign in hospital, school, and some public places that are not observed in this research. Furthermore, the further researchers are also suggested to conduct the bias method which is comparative analysis by comparing the public sign translations between two different languages. Another suggestion for further researcher is to conduct the research in public sign which is the source of the data collected in one province only.

The last suggestion is that further researchers can conduct the similar research which the source of data come from different regions in Indonesia with various characteristics such geographical location, government rule, industry, and tourism places. It is also suggested that further researcher can develop research by doing not only focus on the result of the translation in public signs, but also from other perspectives such as to classify the problems that found based on the cities, to compare the problem that related to the public sign translation in some cities, and to find out the causes of the problems based on the
circumstances of the cities. It is better to conduct the research in both, developing cities and developed cities, so that the data will be varied.

For the translator

In order to provide the clear and brief information in public places, it is important for the translators to pay attention to very small things such as spelling error. It is because misspelling in a sign can bring enormous impact to the meaning and it will affect the function. Before doing translation, translators should master not only the target language but also the culture of target language. So that, the translation result will be understandable. In addition, after translating the sign, the translators should not forget to recheck the sign to the native English, dictionary or internet.

For the government

Based on the result, several public signs which have similar meaning and function sometimes have different translation. Some public places which belongs to the government such as airport, port and several public places have different form of the public sign. The government as the stakeholders that authorized those places is suggested to compose the rules and the standard of public sign translations based on the theory of translation, to improve the knowledge of the translator by giving them some trainings, as well as to control the institution that provide the public sign translations. The public sign translations in every place will have the similar standard, so that there are no differences between one to other places.
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